
Good Borrowers show love 
 

 

  
Conversation starter: 

If a friend borrowed something that belonged to you 

(toy, video game etc.) and they returned it broken, how 

would that make you feel?  

Last week: 

We learned about LOVE 

IN ACTION. 

We talked about ways 

we can show other 

people love. 

 

 

 

Question:  

Are we showing love to 

another if we do not 

take care of something, 

we borrow from them? 

 

 

 

The Bible says: 

You should owe nothing to anyone, except that you will always 

owe love to each other. The person who loves others has done 

all that the law commands!! 

--Romans 13:8 

 

 

 

 



Good Borrowers show love 
 

one way to show the love of god is by taking care of other people’s 

things! 

Name one thing that does not belong to you that you are borrowing 

(i-pad for school, book from library, something from a friend)- how 

can you take care of it? 

I can take care of ______________________ by 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________. 

 

Question for older students: 

Why do you think it matters to God that we take care of things? 

 

➔ How can you not only be a good “borrower” but be a good 

“loaner”?  

• Think about if there are things in your home that you could 

let someone else borrow for a time period. 

▪ Would it help to encourage them?  

▪ Would it help to inspire them? 

 

You can show god’s love by the way you take care of other people’s 

things and by the way you loan your things to other people who may 

need it.  
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Play “Borrower” 

Materials needed (die, a red and black playing card and DIY game Pieces (beads, erasers, etc.) 

Have everyone sit in a circle and pass out 7 game pieces. Take two playing cards that are the same number 

but different color: the red card will mean you play to the left the black card means you will play to the right. 

      

The youngest person will first flip a card and then roll the dice: the card will determine the direction and the 

dice will determine the number that is to be given away.   

   

    

  

   

 

 

  

Continue playing until the first person loses all their game pieces, have the other players count the number of 

game pieces they have. You can continue playing and tally the wins from every game the first person to 25 

wins or you can play one game and see who has the most chips.  

 If the person rolls a one, they give one game piece away to the 

person next to them  

 If the person rolls a two then they give two pieces away.  

 If the person rolls a three then they give three pieces away.  

If the person rolls a four, then they give four pieces away  

If the person rolls a five, then they give five pieces away   

If the person rolls a six, then they give six pieces away   


